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We review the studies on the emergent phases of superconductvity and magnetism in the f -
electron derived heavy-fermion (HF) systems by means of the nuclear-quadrupole-resonance (NQR)
under pressure. These studies have unraveled a rich variety of the phenomena in the ground state of
HF systems. In this article, we highlight the novel phase diagrams of magnetism and unconventional
superconductivity (SC) in CeCu2Si2, HF antiferromagnets CeRhIn5, and CeIn3. A new light is shed
on the difference and common features on the interplay between magnetism and SC on the magnetic
criticality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many of lanthanide (Ce, Yb, etc) and actinide (U,
Pu, etc) compounds behave as if they consist of an as-
sembly of local moments at temperatures much higher
than the characteristic energy of hybridization or inter-
site exchange interaction. This quasi-independent be-
havior continues sometimes down to low temperatures.
In the case where the hybridization energy is larger than
the crystal electric field (CEF) level splittings, the split-
tings are smeared out. Then the large degeneracy n as-
sociated with the J multiplet plays an important role in
determining the characteristic energy scale which is typ-
ically 100 K. For example we have n = 6 for Ce3+ and
n = 8 for Yb3+. In many lanthanide compounds, the
valence fluctuating state has been probed by means of
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy, measurements of lat-
tice constant and Mo¨ssbauer isomer shift. In the valence
fluctuation regime, the strong hybridization effect leads
to both charge and spin fluctuations. As a consequence
the number nf of f electrons is less than one.
On the contrary, if the hybridization between the f -
and conduction electrons is relatively weak, the charge
fluctuation is suppressed since the Coulomb repulsion
between f electrons is strong. In the latter case the
hybridization generates the exchange interaction Jcf be-
tween f - and conduction electron spins. This case is re-
ferred to as the Kondo regime [1, 2, 3]. The characteristic
energy scale, TK , in the Kondo regime is typically 10 K.
In most cases, the CEF splitting becomes larger than TK .
At high temperatures, an assembly of local moments
behaves as independent Kondo scattering centers. For
example, the Curie-Weiss behavior of the susceptibility
appears and the logT -anomalies of the resistivity take
places. Therefore, various aspects of the Kondo effect in-
cluding the dynamical characteristics can be investigated
by means of nuclear-magnetic resonance(NMR) and neu-
tron scattering experiments of sufficient accuracy. The
difference in the characteristic energy scales between the
valence fluctuation and the Kondo regimes manifests it-
self in the T dependence of the magnetic relaxation rate.
If the dynamical susceptibility is isotropic and can be
approximated by a Lorentzian with the magnetic relax-
ation rate Γ, nuclear spin lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 is
expressed as
1
T1
= 2γ2nkBT |Ahf |2
χ(T )
Γ
, (1)
where Ahf is the average hyperfine field. For quasielastic
neutron scattering, the magnetic cross section is derived
as
d2σ
dΩdω
∼ A2 k1
k0
|F (q)|2χ(T ) ω
1− exp(−ω/kBT )
Γ
Γ2 + ω2
.
(2)
Thus Γ appears as the half width in the quasielastic neu-
tron scattering spectrum. In the limit of small ω, the
imaginary part of χ(ω) obeys the Korringa-Shiba rela-
tion [4]. Accordingly, with the T1T=constant law at low
temperatures we can estimate Γ by the relation
Γ =
2γ2nT1Tχ(0)|Ahf |2
µ2B
. (3)
The NMR relaxation rate and the half-width of the
quasi-elastic magnetic neutron scattering spectrum can
be understood in a consistent way. The width of the
quasi-elastic spectrum Γ is a measure of the strength of
the hybridization or the exchange interaction between
the f - and the conduction electrons. In rare earth
compounds with a magnetically stable 4f configuration,
one expects a Korringa behavior for the quasi-elastic
linewidth, namely Γ = αkBT where α is typically 10
−3,
while the valence fluctuation compounds show an almost
T independent Γ, reaching typically to 20 ∼ 30 meV.
In contrast to these, the relaxation rate in the Kondo
regime exhibits a characteristic T dependence and probes
the presence of a very low energy scale of 10 ∼ 30 K. Then
the presence of such a low energy scale is related to the
huge linear term of the specific heat which amounts to
about 1 J/moleK2. Namely the system can be described
by renormalized heavy quasi-particles at low tempera-
tures. For antiferromagnets with heavy quasi-particles,
quasi-elastic Lorentzian intensities still survive even be-
low a magnetic transition temperature TM and then,
show a distinct deviation from a T -linear dependence. In
most cases, Γ(T ) seems to follow roughly a square-root
dependence of Γ = A
√
T [5].
2We would say that the spin dynamics probed by NMR
and neutron scattering techniques can be semiquantita-
tively interpreted within such impurity models as the de-
generate Anderson [6] and the Coqblin-Schrieffer [7] mod-
els as long as high temperature behaviors are concerned.
In this article, we shall see how the strong interaction
effects among electrons in Kondo lattice compounds lead
to richer and more fascinating behaviors in heavy-fermion
(HF) state at low temperatures via the microscopic probe
by NMR and nuclear-quadrupole resonance(NQR).
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
For understanding specific properties of HF systems,
it is important to investigate and describe low energy ex-
citations. In this context, both NMR/NQR and neutron
scattering experiments play central roles in obtaining in-
formation about the dynamical response of HF systems.
Whereas the NMR/NQR probes the local environment
of one particular nucleus and, therefore, a wave-vector
average of the dynamical response function with a small
energy transfer comparable to the nuclear Zeeman energy
(10−5 ∼ 10−3 meV), neutron scattering experiments can
scan wider energies and wave vectors corresponding to
the whole Brillouin zone. In real situations the energy
transfer is usually limited below about 100 meV with use
of thermal neutrons. Thus, both experiments are com-
plementary. The advantage of NMR/NQR is that it can
extract the lowest energy excitation and detect a mag-
netic instability with a tiny moment if it appears. Fur-
thermore in the superconducting state, NMR/NQR can
provide a detailed structure of response function reliably.
For more detailed descriptions on NMR/NQR, we refer
to the textbooks [8].
III. FORMATION OF HEAVY-FERMION
METALS WITH MAGNETIC CORRELATIONS
Magnetic and thermal properties of heavy fermions are
basically determined by strong local correlation. A sig-
nature of the local nature is that the susceptibility and
specific heat are roughly proportional to concentration of
Ce in systems such as CexLa1−xCu6 or CexLa1−xB6.[9]
The RKKY interaction is operative in bringing about
magnetic ordering. The energy scale of it is given by
JRKKY ∼ J2ρc where J is the exchange interaction be-
tween f and conduction electrons and ρc is the density
of conduction band states per site. The RKKY interac-
tion competes with the Kondo effect which points to the
non-magnetic singlet ground state. There exists a rather
detailed balance between these two tendencies. It is ex-
pected that TM , if it exists, is lowered due to the Kondo
effect. In the opposite case of TK ≫ J2ρc, no magnetic
order should occur.
Even in the singlet ground state, intersite interaction
should influence residual interactions among renormal-
ized heavy quasi-particles. It is this residual interaction
that leads to a rich variety in the ground states such as
HF superconductivity, HF band magnetism, etc. Short-
range magnetic correlation might survive even if the dom-
inating Kondo effect prevents development of long-range
order. There, electrical resistivity reveals growing im-
portance of coherence upon increasing concentration of
rare-earth ions at low temperatures.
Direct evidence for heavy quasi-particles comes from
the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect that is the oscil-
lation of the magnetic susceptibility coming from Lan-
dau quantization of the electron orbits [10]. Geometry
of the Fermi surface can be obtained from the period of
oscillation in the differential magnetic susceptibility as
a function of 1/H with H the magnetic field. The ef-
fective mass can be deduced from T dependence of the
oscillation amplitude. To observe these oscillations, the
mean free path l of a heavy quasiparticle must be larger
than the cyclotron radius: l ≫ vF /ωH where vF is the
Fermi velocity, and ωH = eH/m
∗c is the effective cy-
clotron frequency of a heavy quasi-particle with effective
mass m∗. Furthermore thermal smearing at the Fermi
surface must be sufficiently small: T ≪ ωH . With large
effective masses and short mean free paths, these condi-
tions require that experiment should be performed at low
temperature and in high field. Measurements of dHvA
oscillations have been made on UPt3 [11, 12], CeRu2Si2
[12, 13] and CeCu6 [14]. In all these cases, heavy effective
masses have been observed.
For UPt3, the Fermi surface obtained by the dHvA ef-
fect is in good agreement with that obtained from energy-
band theory [15]. The effective mass on some sheets
of the Fermi surface, however, is about 10 to 30 times
larger than that deduced from band-structure calcula-
tions. This fact shows that there are significant many
body effects that are not described by the standard band
theory.
Here, we shall review paramagnetic HF states that
have metallic phase. In the following we focus on the
growth of intersite coherence, or the itinerant character
of f electrons, mainly in dynamic magnetic properties.
As specific examples to see the subtle role of the inter-
site correlation in the HF state, we take typical systems
CeCu6 and CeRu2Si2 where the Fermi-liquid remains sta-
ble at low temperatures even with significant magnetic
correlations.
Figure 1 shows the T dependence of 1/T1 for CeCu6
and CeRu2Si2.[16] In the latter case 1/T1⊥ of
29Si is mea-
sured under the condition that the c-axis is aligned along
the magnetic field. For CeCu6, 1/T1 of
63Cu was mea-
sured in zero field by Cu NQR. As seen in the figure,
1/T1 is almost independent of temperature above 6 K
for CeCu6 and 12 K for CeRu2Si2. Then 1/T1 begins to
decrease gradually above 50 K for CeRu2Si2. This relax-
ation behavior shares a common feature with other HF
systems at high temperatures. Spin correlations between
different sites can be ignored at high temperatures, and
1/T1 is described by the local spin susceptibility χ(T )
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FIG. 1: Temperature dependences of (1/T1) of 63Cu in CeCu6(×)
and 29Si in CeRu2Si2(•).[16] Solid line denotes a T1T=constant
law.
and the magnetic relaxation rate Γ.
The temperature below which 1/T1 begins to decrease
is close to the Kondo temperature TK which is extracted
from analysis of the resistivity and the magnetic specific
heat. With further decrease of temperature, 1/T1 follows
a behavior T1T=constant, which is called the Korringa
law. To see this clearly, Fig.2 shows (T1T )
−1 vs T . It
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FIG. 2: Temperature dependences of 1/(T1T ) of 63Cu in CeCu6(•)
and CeCu2Si2(◦) and 29Si in CeRu2Si2(×).[16] Arrows denote TFL
below which 1/T1 follows a behavior T1T=constant. The 1/T1T in
the HF superconductor CeCu2Si2(◦) follows a behavior 1/T1 ∝ T 3
below Tc, revealing the presence of the line node in energy-gap
structure.
turns out that the Korringa law is valid below TFL=0.2,
3 and 8 K for CeCu6, CeCu2Si2 and CeRu2Si2, respec-
tively. The characteristic temperature TFL in each case
is defined as the effective Fermi liquid temperature. The
Fermi liquid ground state leads to the Korringa law at
temperatures lower than TFL. This is independent of
whether the system is homogeneous or a local Fermi liq-
uid. In the temperature range where the local Fermi
liquid description is valid, the Korringa relation should
hold.
In contrast to the expectation based on the single-ion
model of spin fluctuations, the ratio of TFL/TK quite
depends on systems; TFL/TK=0.2/6=0.03, 3/10=0.3
and 8/12=0.67 for CeCu6, CeCu2Si2 and CeRu2Si2,
respectively. Furthermore TFL decreases to 0.08 K in
Ce0.75La0.25Cu6.[9] These results show that the energy
scale TK is not sufficient to describe the HF systems. It
should also be specified by the effective Fermi tempera-
ture, TFL below which HF bands are formed. In contrast
to the universal behavior of the Kondo impurity, the
dispersion relations of heavy quasi-particles depend on
materials.
IV. UNCONVENTIONAL
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN HEAVY-FERMION
SYSTEMS
A. Overview
Superconductivity, which was one of the best under-
stood many-body problems in physics, became again a
challenging problem when a new kind of superconduc-
tivity was discovered in CeCu2Si2 by Steglich et al.[17]
The system is one of HF materials close to magnetic in-
stability. In the subsequent decade, intensive investiga-
tions of a class of uranium compounds established a new
field of HF superconductivity by successive discoveries of
superconductivity in UBe13, UPt3, URu2Si2, UPd2Al3
and UNi2Al3.[18, 19] The most important characteris-
tics for a series of uranium HF superconductors are that
superconductivity coexists with the antiferromagnetism
except for UBe13, and that the specific heat coefficient γ
lies in a broad range from 700 mJ/mole K2 (UBe13) to
60 mJ/mole K2 (URu2Si2). The f -shell electrons, which
are strongly correlated by Coulomb repulsive interaction,
determine the properties of heavy quasi-particles at the
Fermi level. This gives rise to a large γ value as well as
an enhanced spin susceptibility. Hence, the Fermi energy
is also quite small: TFL = 10 ∼ 100K and, as a result,
the transition temperature is also small, ranging from
Tc = 0.5K to 2K. The magnetic ordering temperature
TN = 5 ∼ 20K is by one order of magnitude higher than
Tc. A jump (Cs−Cn)/Cn of the specific heat normalized
by the value Cn just above Tc is of O(1) in all com-
pounds. This result demonstrates that the superconduc-
tivity is produced mainly by the heavy quasi-particles.
Due to the strong Coulomb repulsion among f electrons,
it seems hard for the heavy quasi-particles to form ordi-
nary s-wave Cooper pairs with large amplitude at zero
separation of the pair. In order to avoid Coulomb re-
pulsion, the system would favor an anisotropic pairing
channel like spin triplet p-wave or spin singlet d-wave.
As listed in Table 1, the HF superconductors discov-
ered to date may be classified into two groups depend-
ing on their different magnetic behaviors and extent of
quasi-particle renormalization. The first group comprises
CeCu2Si2, CeIrIn5, CeCoIn5, UBe13, and UPt3, which
4exhibit no magnetic order or quasi-static order. The
quasi-particle masses as derived from the specific-heat
coefficient γ = C(T )/T are as large as γ ≥ 400 mJ/mole
K2. The highest Tc is 2.3 K in CeCoIn5 [20, 21].
Tc(K) crystal structure nucleus 1/T1 K
∗ parity symmetry
CeCu2Si2 [17, 22, 23, 24, 25] ∼ 0.7 K tetragonal(ThCr2Si2) Cu, Si [26, 27] T
3 decrease even d
CeCoIn5 [20, 21] ∼ 2.3 K tetragonal(HoCoGa5) Co, In [28] T
3 decrease even d
CeIrIn5 [20, 21] ∼ 0.4 K tetragonal(HoCoGa5) In [29] T
3 - - -
UBe13 [18, 19] ∼ 0.9 K cubic(NaZn13) Be [30] T
3 - - -
UPt3 [18, 19] ∼ 0.55 K hexagonal Pt [31, 32, 33, 34] T
3 unchange odd p or f
URu2Si2 [18, 19] ∼ 1.2 K tetragonal(ThCr2Si2) Ru, Si [35, 36] T
3 unchange odd
UNi2Al3 [18, 19] ∼ 1 K hexagonal Al [37] T
3 unchange odd p or f
UPd2Al3 [18, 19] ∼ 2 K hexagonal Pd, Al [38, 39] T
3 decrease even d
CeCu2Ge2 [40] ∼ 0.6 K (P ∼7.6 GPa) tetragonal(ThCr2Si2) - - - - -
CeIn3 [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] ∼ 0.2 K (P ∼2.5 GPa) cubic(AuCu3) In [46] T
3 - - -
CePd2Si2 [41, 42, 47] ∼ 0.4 K (P ∼2.5 GPa) tetragonal(ThCr2Si2) - - - - -
CeRh2Si2 [48, 49] ∼ 0.2 K (P ∼1.0 GPa) tetragonal(ThCr2Si2) - - - - -
CeRhIn5 [50, 51] ∼ 2.1 K (P ∼1.6 GPa) tetragonal(HoCoGa5) In [52, 53] T
3 - - -
High-Tc cuprates ∼ 140 K (max) perovskite Cu, O T
3 decrease even d
Sr2RuO4 [54, 55] ∼ 1.5 K perovskite Ru, O T
3 unchange odd p
TABLE I: Superconducting characteristics in most heavy-fermion systems along with high-Tc cupper oxides and Sr2RuO4.
Note that the nuclear relaxation rate 1/T1 reveals no coherence peak just below Tc, followed by the T
3 dependence without
an exception. K∗ denotes the spin component of Knight shift below Tc. In this context, all unconventional superconductors
discovered to date possess the line-node gap on the Fermi surface regardless of either spin-singlet d wave or spin-triplet p-wave.
The second group includes URu2Si2, UNi2Al3 and
UPd2Al3, which show antiferromagnetic order. The ef-
fective masses are not so large with γ ∼ 100 mJ/mole K 2.
Most remarkably, UNi2Al3 and UPd2Al3 possess sizable
magnetic moments of 0.24 and 0.85 µB/(U atom), respec-
tively. In both groups, heavy quasi-particles are responsi-
ble for the superconductivity. This follows from the large
jump of the specific heat ∆C at Tc with ∆C/γTc ∼ 1,
which is close to the value 1.43 for conventional super-
conductors, and from the large slope of the upper critical
field (dHc2/dT )T=Tc .
B. NMR as a probe of superconducting states
Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 is expressed
as,
1
T1T
=
piA2hfα(T )
h¯
∫
dE
{
N2s (E) +M
2
s (E)
}{−∂f(E)
∂E
}
.
Here α(T ) expresses an enhancement factor due to elec-
tron correlation effect. The T dependence of α(T ) is ne-
glected for the present. Ahf is the hyperfine-coupling
constant. E and f(E) are the energy of the quasi-
particles and the Fermi function, respectively. The den-
sity of states of the quasi-particlesNs(E) and the anoma-
lous density of states Ms(E) associated with the coher-
ence effect are expressed as follows:
Ns(E) =
N0
4pi
∫
Ω
E√
E2 −∆2(θ, φ)dΩ, (4)
Ms(E) =
N0
4pi
∫
Ω
∆(θ, φ)√
E2 −∆2(θ, φ)dΩ (5)
For the s-wave with isotropic gap ∆0, the respective eqs.
(4) and (5) are simplified to
Ns(E) = N0
E√
E2 −∆20
, Ms(E) = N0
∆0√
E2 −∆2
The density of states, NBCS(E) diverges at E = ∆. Near
Tc, where |f ′(∆)| is still large, the divergence ofNBCS(E)
gives rise to a divergence of 1/T1. However, the life-time
effect of quasi-particles by the electron-phonon and/or
the electron-electron interactions, and the anisotropy of
the energy gap due to the crystal structure broadens the
quasi-particle density of states. This results in the sup-
pression of the divergence of 1/T1. Instead, a peak of
1/T1 is seen just below Tc. This peak, which is char-
acteristic of singlet pairing, was observed first by Hebel
5and Slichter[56] in the nuclear relaxation rate of Al, and
is called the coherence peak. At low temperatures, 1/T1
decreases exponentially due to the uniform gap.
The coherence peak is not always seen in the case
of strong-coupling superconductors. As an example
of the relaxation behavior for weak and strong cou-
pling s-wave superconductors, Fig.3(a) shows 1/T1 of
119Sn and 205Tl in the Chevrel phase superconduc-
tors, Sn1.1Mo6Se7.5 and TlMo6Se7.5 with Tc=4.2 K and
Tc=12.2 K, respectively.[57] In the normal state, the
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FIG. 3: (a) Temperature dependences of 1/T1 of 205Tl and 119Sn
in strong and weak coupling s-wave superconductors, TlMo6Se7.5
and Sn1.1Mo6Se7.5 and of 63Cu in YBa2Cu3O7 at zero field. Solid
lines above and below Tc represent the T1T=constant law and
the exponential law with 1/T1 = A exp (−∆/kBT ), respectively.
2∆/kBTc=4.5 and 3.6 are obtained for TlMo6Se8 and SnMo6Se8,
respectively.[57] (b) Temperature dependence of 27(1/T1) in zero
field Al-NQR for UPd2Al3.[39] The solid line shows T 3 dependence
deduced from the d-wave model by using ∆(θ) = ∆cos(θ), with
2∆/kBTc=5.5.
T1T=constant law holds for both compounds. In the
superconducting state, 1/T1 of
119Sn in Sn1.1Mo6Se7.5
has a coherence peak just below Tc and decreases expo-
nentially with 2∆ = 3.6kBTc, while 1/T1 of
205Tl in the
strong coupling superconductor TlMo6Se7.5 has no co-
herence peak just below Tc and decreases exponentially
over five orders of magnitude below 0.8Tc (10 K) with
2∆ = 4.5kBTc. Even though the coherence peak is de-
pressed, the s-wave picture is evidenced by the exponen-
tial decrease of 1/T1 below Tc. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) also
show another important example, the high-Tc cuprates
and HF antiferromagnetic superconductor UPd2Al3 [39].
When the gap disappears on a line or points on the Fermi
surface for p- or d-wave pairing, the divergence at the
gap edge is weak. Then, note that for the spin-triplet p-
wave Ms(E) = 0, and for the spin-singlet d-wave ∆(θ, φ)
in Ms(E) disappears when averaged out over the Fermi
surface. In the case of a line node, Ns(E) ∼ E for small
E and 1/T1 is given by
1
T1
∝
∫
∞
0
E2f(E)(1 − f(E))dE ∝ T 3.
In these compounds listed up in the Table I, the dy-
namical magnetic properties are different in each case.
Nevertheless in all these the superconducting energy gap
vanishes along lines on the Fermi surface as evidenced
from a rather universal behavior of 1/T1 ∝ T 3 even in the
d-wave for high-Tc oxides and the p-wave for Sr2RuO4. It
is almost certain that anisotropic order parameters with
spin singlet are realized in CeCu2Si2 and UPd2Al3, and
that a different anisotropic order parameter with non-
unitary spin-triplet pairing is realized in UPt3 which is
the first example of this pairing symmetry in charged
many body systems, and UNi2Al3 is reported to belong
to a class of spin-triplet pairing as well [37]. These varia-
tions of the anisotropic order parameter could be due to
the different characters of the magnetic fluctuations that
lead to the Cooper pairing. We note that the integrated
spectral weight of magnetic fluctuations is smaller for
Ce compounds with the 4f1 than for U compounds with
5f2−5f3. An important feature is that the ground state
adjacent to the antiferromagnetic phase in CeCu2Si2 and
CeCu2Ge2 is not the normal phase but the superconduct-
ing one. Next we deal with an intimate interplay between
antiferromagnetism and superconductivity.
V. NOVEL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY ON THE
MAGNETIC CRITICALITY IN
HEAVY-FERMION SYSTEMS
The most common kind of superconductivity (SC) is
based on bound electron pairs coupled by deformation
of the lattice. However, SC of more subtle origins is rife
in strongly correlated electron systems including many
HF, cuprate and organic superconductors. In particular,
a number of studies on f -electron compounds revealed
that unconventional SC arises at or close to a quantum
critical point (QCP), where magnetic order disappears at
low temperature as a function of lattice density via appli-
cation of hydrostatic pressure (P ) [40, 41, 48, 50]. These
findings suggest that the mechanism forming Cooper
pairs can be magnetic in origin. Namely, on the verge of
magnetic order, the magnetically soft electron liquid can
mediate spin-dependent attractive interactions between
the charge carriers [41]. However, the nature of SC and
magnetism is still unclear when SC appears very close
to the antiferromagnetism (AFM). Therefore, in light
of an exotic interplay between these phases, unconven-
tional electronic and magnetic properties around QCP
have attracted much attention and a lot of experimental
and theoretical works are being extensively made. The
phase diagram, schematically shown in Fig. 4(a), has
been observed in antiferromagnetic HF compounds such
as CePd2Si2,[41, 42, 47] CeIn3,[41, 42, 43, 44, 45] and
CeRh2Si2. [48, 49] Markedly different behavior, schemat-
ically shown in Fig.4(b), has been found in the archety-
pal HF superconductor CeCu2Si2 [17, 22, 23, 24, 25] and
the more recently discovered CeRhIn5.[50, 51] Although
an analogous behavior relevant to a magnetic QCP has
been demonstrated in these compounds, it is notewor-
thy that the associated superconducting region extends
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FIG. 4: Schematic phase diagrams of HF compounds: (a)
CePd2Si2 [41, 42, 47], CeIn3 [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] and CeRh2Si2
[48, 49]: (b) CeCu2Si2[17, 22, 23, 24, 25] and CeRhIn5.[50, 51]
Dotted and solid lines indicate the P dependence of TN and Tc,
respectively.
to higher densities than in the other compounds; their
value of Tc reaches its maximum away from the verge of
AFM.[22, 23, 51]
In the following sections, we review the recent studies
under P on CeCu2Si2, CeRhIn5 and CeIn3 via NQR mea-
surements. These systematic works have revealed the ho-
mogeneous coexistent phase of SC and AFM and that its
novel superconducting nature exhibits the gapless nature
in the low-lying excitations below Tc, which differ from
the superconducting characteristics for the HF supercon-
ductors reported to possess the line-node gap.[25, 53, 58]
VI. EXOTIC MAGNETISM AND
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY ON THE MAGNETIC
CRITICALITY IN CECU2SI2
A. The temperature versus pressure phase diagram
The firstly-discovered HF superconductor CeCu2Si2 is
located just at the border to the AFM at P = 0.[27, 59]
This was evidenced by various magnetic anomalies ob-
served above Tc [60] and by the fact that the magnetic
A-phase appears when SC is suppressed by a magnetic
field H .[61] Furthermore, the transport, thermodynamic
and NQRmeasurements consistently indicated that nom-
inally off-tuned Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 is located just at Pc and
crosses its QCP by applying a minute pressure of P = 0.2
GPa.[24, 59] The magnetic and superconducting proper-
ties in CeCu2Si2 were investigated around the QCP as
the functions of P for Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 just at the bor-
der to AFM and of Ge content x for CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2
by Cu-NQR measurements [24, 62]. Figure 5 shows the
phase diagram referred from the literature.[62] Here, TFL
is an effective Fermi temperature below which 1/T1 di-
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FIG. 5: The combined phase diagram of AFM and SC for
CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2 and for Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 under P . TN and Tc
are the respective transition temperature of AFM and SC. Also
shown are Tm below which antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations
develop and TFL below which 1/T1T becomes constant.
vided by temperature (1/T1T ) stays constant and Tm
is a temperature below which antiferromagnetic critical
fluctuations start to develop. Note that a primary ef-
fect of Ge doping expands the lattice [63] and that its
chemical pressure is −0.076 GPa per 1% Ge doping as
suggested from the P variation of Cu-NQR frequency
νQ in CeCu2Ge2 and CeCu2Si2.[64] In the normal state,
the antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations develop below
Tm ∼ 1.2 K without the onset of AFM. The exotic SC
emerges in Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 below Tc ∼ 0.65 K, where an-
tiferromagnetic critical fluctuations remain active even
below Tc.
B. The uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and SC
in CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2
Markedly by substituting only 1% Ge, AFM emerges
at TN ∼ 0.7 K, followed by the SC at Tc ∼ 0.5 K. Un-
expectedly, 1/T1 does not show any significant reduction
at Tc, but follows a 1/T1T = const. behavior well be-
low Tc as observed in Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 as presented in
Fig. 6(a). As Ge content increases, TN progressively
increases, while Tc steeply decreases. For the samples
at more than x = 0.06, the magnetic properties above
TN progressively change to those in a localized regime as
observed in CeCu2Ge2.[64]
Further insight into the exotic SC is obtained on
CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2 that reveals the uniformly coexis-
tent phase of AFM (TN ∼ 0.75 K) and SC (Tc ∼ 0.4
K) under P = 0. Figure 6(a) shows the T dependence
of 1/T1 at P = 0 GPa (closed circles), 0.56 GPa (open
circles) and 0.91 GPa (closed squares). In the entire
T range, 1/T1 is suppressed with increasing P . Once
7AFM is suppressed at pressures exceeding P = 0.19
GPa, any trace of anomaly associated with it is not ob-
served at all down to Tc ∼ 0.45 K at P = 0.56 GPa and
0.91 GPa. It is, therefore, considered that the AFM in
CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2 is not triggered by some disorder
effect but by the intrinsic lattice expansion due to the
Ge doping.
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FIG. 6: (a) The T dependence of 1/T1 of CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2
at several pressures. Inset shows the T dependence of 1/T1T of
CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2 at P = 0 GPa (closed circles) and 0.91 GPa
(closed squares) and those of Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 at P = 0 (open
squares) and 0.85 GPa (open triangles). Arrows indicate TN ∼ 0.75
K and Tc ∼ 0.4 K at P = 0 GPa for CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2. (b)
The T dependence of I(T )× T at several pressures, where I(T ) is
an NQR intensity normalized by the value at 4.2 K.
In order to demonstrate a systematic evolution of an-
tiferromagnetic critical fluctuations at the paramagnetic
state, the inset of Fig. 6(a) shows the T dependence
of 1/T1T in CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2 at P = 0 GPa (closed
circles) and 0.91 GPa (closed squares) along with the re-
sults in Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 at P = 0 GPa (open squares) and
0.85 GPa (open triangles).[24, 62] The result of 1/T1T in
CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2 at P = 0 GPa is well explained by
the spin-fluctuations theory for weakly itinerant AFM
in Tc < T < 1.5 K.[24, 62, 65] The good agreement
between the experiment and the calculation indicates
that a long-range nature of the AFM is in the itiner-
ant regime. At P = 0.91 GPa, 1/T1T is suppressed and
resembles a behavior that would be expected at an inter-
mediate pressure between P = 0 GPa and 0.85 GPa for
Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2.
Next, we discuss an intimate P -induced evolution of
antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations in the supercon-
ducting state. As seen in Fig. 6(a) and its inset, the
1/T1 and 1/T1T at P = 0 GPa do not show a distinct
reduction below Tc, but instead, a T1T = const. be-
havior emerges well below Tc. At P = 0.56 GPa, the
AFM is depressed, but antiferromagnetic critical fluc-
tuations develop in the normal state. It is noteworthy
that the relation of 1/T1 ∝ T is still valid below Tc,
resembling the behavior for Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 at P = 0
GPa.[24, 27] By contrast, 1/T1 at P = 0.91 GPa follows
a relation of 1/T1 ∝ T 3 below Tc ∼ 0.45 K, consistent
with the line-node gap. This typical HF-SC was observed
in Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2 at pressures exceeding P = 0.85 GPa
as well.[24] Therefore, it is considered that the unconven-
tional SC at P = 0 GPa and 0.56 GPa evolves into the
typical HF-SC with the line-node gap at pressures ex-
ceeding P =0.91 GPa. Apparently, these results exclude
a possible impurity effect as a primary cause for the T1T
= const. behavior below Tc at P = 0 GPa. We point out
that a reason why the 1/T1 at P = 0 GPa is deviated
from 1/T1 ∝ T 3 below Tc is ascribed not to the impurity
effect but to the presence of low-lying excitations inher-
ent to the exotic superconducting state.
C. Evidence for antiferromagnetic critical
fluctuations at the boundary between AFM and SC
Figure 6(b) indicates the T dependence of NQR
intensity multiplied by temperature I(T ) × T in
CeCu2(Si0.98Ge0.02)2 at P = 0, 0.19, 0.56, and 0.91 GPa.
Here, the I(T ) normalized by the value at 4.2 K is an in-
tegrated intensity over frequencies where NQR spectrum
was observed. Note that I(T )× T stays constant gener-
ally, if T1 and/or T2 range in the observable time window
that is typically more than several microseconds. There-
fore, the distinct reduction in I(T ) × T upon cooling is
ascribed to the development of antiferromagnetic criti-
cal fluctuations, since it leads to an extraordinary short
relaxation time of ∼ 0.14 µsec.[27]
The I(T ) × T = 1 at P = 0 GPa decreases down to
about I(T ) × T = 0.55 at TN ∼ 0.75 K upon cooling
below Tm ∼ 1.2 K. Its reduction stops around TN , but
does no longer recover with further decreasing T . Note
that its reduction below Tc ∼ 0.4 K is due to the super-
conducting diamagnetic shielding of rf field for the NQR
measurement. As P increases, Tm becomes smaller, in
agreement with the result presented in the phase dia-
gram of Fig. 5, and the reduction in I(T ) × T becomes
moderate in the normal state. With further increasing
P up to 0.91 GPa, eventually, I(T ) × T remains nearly
8constant down to Tc ∼ 0.45 K, indicative of no anomaly
related to antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations. This
behavior resembles the result observed at pressures ex-
ceeding P = 0.85 GPa in Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2. These results
also assure that the Ge substitution expands the lattice of
Ce0.99Cu2.02Si2. It seems, therefore, that these exotic SC
could be rather robust against the persistence of antifer-
romagnetic critical fluctuations and yet the appearance
of AFM.
D. Towards a new concept for superconductivity
Antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations develop below
Tm in 0 ≤ x < 0.06 in CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2 and 0 < P <
0.2 GPa in CeCu2Si2 . Remarkably this antiferromag-
netic critical fluctuations, which emerge closely at the
border between AFM and SC, is not in a completely static
regime, but in a dynamical one with a characteristic fre-
quency ωc ∼ 3 MHz.[66] A T1 ∼ 0.14 µsec, that is ob-
tained from the relation 1/T1 ∝ ωc(T )/(ωc(T )2+ω2NQR),
are too fast for the NQR signal to be observed.[27] Here,
ωNQR (∼ 3.4 MHz) is a central NQR frequency. Neu-
tron scattering experiments have, on the other hand,
observed the long-range incommensurate AFM as the
nature of antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations [67] be-
cause its resolution of characteristic frequencies is higher
than in the NQR experiments. As a matter of fact,
once a small amount of Ge are substituted for Si to
expand its lattice, antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations
are suddenly replaced by the static AFM,[62, 63] whereas
they survive down to 0.012 K at x = 0. With increas-
ing x, TN progressively increases, while Tc steeply de-
creases. Correspondingly, antiferromagnetic critical fluc-
tuations are suppressed for the samples at more than
x = 0.06. It is noteworthy that the static AFM seems
to suddenly disappear at x = 0 as if TN were replaced
by Tc. Eventually, the SC at x = 0 emerges under the
dominance of antiferromagnetic critical fluctuations.[66]
However, when the application of H suppresses the SC,
the first-order like transition from SC to a magnetic A-
phase takes place.[61] Since TN becomes comparable to
Tc, some superconducting fluctuations may prevent the
onset of static AFM.[65] Once the application of pressure
exceeding P =0.2 GPa suppresses antiferromagnetic crit-
ical fluctuations, the typical HF-SC takes place with the
line-node gap.
In CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2, one 4f electron per Ce ion plays
vital role for both SC and AFM, leading to the novel
states of matter. We have proposed that the uniformly
coexistent phase of AFM and SC in the slightly Ge sub-
stituted compounds, and the magnetic-field induced A-
phase for the homogeneous CeCu2Si2 in 0 < P < 0.2 GPa
are accounted for on the basis of an SO(5) theory.[65, 68]
Concerning the interplay between AFM and SC, we
would propose that the antiferromagnetic critical fluc-
tuations in the superconducting state at x = 0 may cor-
respond to a pseudo Goldstone mode due to the broken
U(1) symmetry. Due to the closeness to the magnetic
QCP, however, such the gapped mode in the SC should
be characterized by an extremely tiny excitation (reso-
nance) energy.
The intimate interplay between SC and AFM found
in CeCu2Si2 has been a long-standing problem - unre-
solved for over a decade. We have proposed that the
SO(5) theory constructed on the basis of quantum-field
theory may give a coherent interpretation for these ex-
otic phases found in CeCu2Si2.[65] In this context, we
would suggest that the SC in CeCu2Si2 could be medi-
ated by the same magnetic interaction as leads to the
AFM in CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2. This is in marked contrast
to the BCS superconductors in which the pair binding is
mediated by phonons − vibrations of the lattice density.
VII. UNIFORMLY COEXISTENT PHASE OF
ANTIFERROMAGNETISM AND
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN CERHIN5 UNDER
PRESSURE
A. The temperature versus pressure phase diagram
A new antiferromagnetic HF compound CeRhIn5 un-
dergoes the helical magnetic order at a Ne´el temper-
ature TN = 3.8 K with an incommensurate wave
vector qM = (1/2, 1/2, 0.297).[69] A neutron experiment
revealed the reduced Ce magnetic moments Ms ∼
0.8µB.[70, 71] The P -induced transition from AFM to
SC takes place at a relatively lower critical pressure
Pc = 1.63 GPa and higher Tc = 2.2 K than in previ-
ous examples.[40, 41, 43, 47, 48, 50] Figure 7 indicates
the P vs T phase diagram of CeRhIn5 for AFM and SC
that was determined by the In-NQR measurements un-
der P . The NQR study showed that TN gradually in-
creases up to 4 K as P increases up to P = 1.0 GPa
and decreases with further increasing P . [53, 72, 73] In
addition, the T dependence of 1/T1 probed the pseudo-
gap behavior at P = 1.23 and 1.6 GPa.[72] This sug-
gests that CeRhIn5 may resemble other strongly corre-
lated electron systems.[74, 75] Note that the value of bulk
superconducting transition temperature TMFc is progres-
sively reduced as shown by closed circle in Fig. 7. For
Pc = 2.0 GPa < P where AFM disappears, 1/T1 de-
creases obeying a T 3 law without the coherence peak just
below Tc.[53, 76] This indicates that the SC of CeRhIn5
is unconventional with the line-node gap.[53, 77]
B. Gapless magnetic and quasi-particles
excitations due to the uniformly coexistent phase of
AFM and SC
We present microscopic evidence for the exotic SC
at the uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and SC in
CeRhIn5 at P = 1.6 GPa. The inset of Fig. 8 displays
the NQR spectra above and below TN at P = 1.6 GPa.
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Below TN = 2.8 K, the NQR spectrum splits into two
peaks due to the appearance of Hint at the In site. This
is clear evidence for the occurrence of AFM at P = 1.6
GPa. The plots of Hint(T )/Hint(0) = Ms(T )/Ms(0) vs
(T/TN) at P = 0 and 1.6 GPa are compared in Fig. 8,
showing nearly the same behavior. Here Hint(0) is the
value extrapolated to zero at T = 0 K andMs(T ) is the T
dependence of spontaneous staggered magnetic moment.
The character of AFM at P = 1.6 GPa is expected to be
not so much different from that at P = 0.
Figure 9 indicates the T dependence of 1/T1 at P = 1.6
GPa. A clear peak in 1/T1 is due to antiferromagnetic
critical fluctuations at TN = 2.8 K. Below TN = 2.8 K,
1/T1 continues to decrease moderately down to T
MF
c =
0.9 K even though passing across T onsetc ∼ 2 K. This re-
laxation behavior suggests that SC does not develop fol-
lowing the mean-field (MF) approximation below T onsetc .
Markedly, 1/T1 decreases below T
MF
c , exhibiting a faint
T 3 behavior in a narrow T range. With further decreas-
ing T , 1/T1 becomes proportional to the temperature,
indicative of the gapless nature in low-lying excitation
spectrum in the uniformly coexistent state of SC and
AFM. Thus the T1 measurement has revealed that the
intimate interplay between AFM and SC gives rise to an
amplitude fluctuation of superconducting order parame-
ter between T onsetc and T
MF
c . Such fluctuations may
be responsible for the broad transition in resistance and
ac-susceptibility (χac) measurements. Furthermore, the
T1T = const. behavior well below T
MF
c evidences the
gapless nature in low-lying excitations at the uniformly
coexistent phase of AFM and SC. This result is consis-
tent with those in CeCu2Si2 at the border to AFM [24]
and a series of CeCu2(Si1−xGe2)2 compounds that show
the uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and SC.[62, 65] It
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is noteworthy that such the T1T = const. behavior is not
observed below Tc at P = 2.1 GPa.[53] This means that
the origin for the T1T = const. behavior below T
MF
c at
P = 1.6 GPa is not associated with some impurity effect.
If it were the case, the residual density of states below
Tc should not depend on P . This novel feature differs
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from the uranium(U)-based HF antiferromagnetic super-
conductor UPd2Al3 which has multiple 5f electrons. In
UPd2Al3, a superconducting transition occurs at Tc =
1.8 K well below TN = 14.3 K.[78, 79] As indicated in
Fig.3(b) and the inset of Fig. 9,[39] in UPd2Al3, 1/T1
decreases obeying a T 3 law over three orders of magni-
tude below the onset of Tc without any trace for the T1T
= const. behavior. This is consistent with the line-node
gap even in the uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and
SC.
C. Superconducting fluctuations due to the
uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and SC
In order to highlight the novel SC on a microscopic
level, the T dependence of 1/T1T is shown in Fig. 10(a)
at P = 1.6 GPa in T = 0.05− 6 K and is compared with
the T dependence of the resistanceR(T ) at P = 1.63 GPa
referred from the literature.[50] Although each value of
P is not exactly the same, they only differ by 2%. We
remark that the T dependence of 1/T1T points to the
pseudogap behavior around TNQRPG = 4.2 K, the AFM
at TN = 2.8 K, and the SC at T
MF
c = 0.9 K at which
dχac/dT has a peak as seen in Fig. 10(b). This result it-
self evidences the uniformly coexistent state of AFM and
SC. A comparison of 1/T1T with the R(T ) at P = 1.63
GPa in Fig. 10(b) is informative in shedding light on the
uniqueness of AFM and SC. Below TNQRPG , R(T ) starts to
decrease more rapidly than a T -linear variation extrapo-
lated from a high T side. It continues to decrease across
TN = 2.8 K, reaching the zero resistance at T
zero
c ∼ 1.5
K.
The resistive superconducting transition width be-
comes broader. Note that this broad transition is not
due to the distribution in Tc caused by some distribution
in values of pressure because the value of T1, the micro-
scopic quantity, is uniquely determined in the T range
in concern. Unexpectedly, T onsetc ∼ 2 K, that is defined
as the temperature below which the diamagnetism starts
to appear, is higher than T zeroc ∼ 1.5 K. Any signature
for the onset of SC from the 1/T1 measurement is not
evident in between T onsetc and T
MF
c , demonstrating that
the mean-field type of gap does not grow up down to
TMFc ∼ 0.9 K. In T onsetc > T > TMFc , therefore, the SC
is not in the conventional mean-field regime that accom-
panies a gap formation at the Fermi level below T onsetc ,
but in a gapless regime with a pairing correlation. In
this context, we would propose that the presence of some
fluctuations of antiferromagnetic order parameter (OP)
or magnetic density fluctuations bring about the fluctua-
tions of superconducting OP, making the superconduct-
ing transition very broad. As the antiferromagnetic OP
fully develops at temperatures lower than T onsetc , the SC
reveals the gap formation below TMFc =0.5T
onset
c .
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The T dependencies of dχac/dT at P = 1.6 GPa and resistance at
P = 1.63 GPa cited from the literature.[50] TMFc and T
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spond to the respective temperatures at which dχac/dT has a peak
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antiferromagnetic ordering temperature at which 1/T1T exhibits
a peak and TNQR
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to the pseudogap temperature below which it
starts to decrease. A solid line is an eye guide for the T - linear
variation in resistance at temperatures higher than TNQR
PG
.
D. A novel interplay between AFM and SC
Recent neutron-diffraction experiment suggests that
the size of staggered moment Ms in the AFM is al-
most independent of P .[71] Its relatively large size of mo-
ment with Ms ∼ 0.8µB seems to support such a picture
that the same f -electron exhibits simultaneously itiner-
ant and localized dual nature, because there is only one
4f -electron per Ce3+ ion. In this context, it is natu-
ral to consider that the superconducting nature in the
uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and SC belongs to
a novel class of phase which differs from the unconven-
tional d-wave SC with the line-node gap. As a matter of
fact, a theoretical model has been recently put forth to
address the underlying issue in the uniformly coexistent
phase of AFM and SC.[80]
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VIII. EMERGENT PHASES OF
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND
ANTIFERROMAGNETISM ON THE MAGNETIC
CRITICALITY IN CEIN3
A. The temperature versus pressure phase diagram
Figure 11 indicates the P vs T phase diagram in
CeIn3 around Pc that is the critical pressure at which
a first-order transition occurs from AFM to paramag-
netism (PM). This work has deepened the understanding
of the physical properties on the verge of AFM in CeIn3
that exhibits the archetypal phase diagram shown in Fig.
4(a).[46] At P = 2.65 GPa larger than Pc, the measure-
ments of 1/T1 and χac down to T = 50 mK provided the
first evidence of unconventional SC at Tc = 95 mK in
CeIn3, which arises in the HF state fully established be-
low TFL = 5 K.[81] By contrast, in P = 2.28− 2.50 GPa,
the phase separation into AFM and PM is evidenced in
CeIn3 from the observation of two kinds of NQR spec-
tra. Nevertheless, it is highlighted that the SC in CeIn3
occurs in both AFM and PM at Pc = 2.43 GPa. The
maximum value of Tmaxc = 230 mK is observed for the
SC for PM at Pc, whereas, markedly, the SC also sets in
at Tc = 190 mK for AFM with TN = 2.5 K. The present
results indicate that the first-order phase transition oc-
curs at Pc ∼ 2.43 GPa from the uniformly coexistent
phase of SC and AFM to the single phase of SC under
the paramagnetic HF state. Therefore, a QCP is absent
in CeIn3.[46]
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FIG. 11: The P vs T phase diagram of CeIn3 determined by
the In-NQR measurement under P . Solid circle denotes the Ne´el
temperature TN where antiferromagnetic order takes place. P
∗ =
2.28 GPa is an end point of the first-order transition and Pc ∼ 2.43
GPa is the critical pressure at which the first-order transition occurs
from AFM to PM. Note that the phase separation into AFM and
PM occurs at Pc, revealing almost equivalent fraction of each phase.
Regardless of this phase separation, SC emerges at both phases.
CeIn3 forms in the cubic AuCu3 structure and orders
antiferromagnetically below TN = 10.2 K at P = 0 with
an ordering vector Q = (1/2,1/2,1/2) and Ce magnetic
moment MS ∼ 0.5µB, which were determined by NQR
measurements [82, 83] and the neutron-diffraction exper-
iment on single crystals,[84] respectively. The resistiv-
ity measurements of CeIn3 have clarified the P vs T
phase diagram of AFM and SC: TN decreases with in-
creasing P . On the verge of AFM, the SC emerges in
a narrow P range of about 0.5 GPa, exhibiting a maxi-
mum value of Tc ∼ 0.2 K at Pc = 2.5 GPa where AFM
disappears.[41, 42, 43, 44, 45]
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FIG. 12: The P dependence of 115In NQR spectrum for CeIn3
at (a): P = 2.37 GPa above TN , and (b): P = 2.37 GPa, (c):
P = 2.43 GPa and (d): P = 2.50 GPa at temperatures lower than
the TN and Tc. The dotted line indicates the peak position at
which the NQR spectrum is observed for PM.
B. Evidence for the first-order transition from
AFM to PM
Figure 12 shows the NQR spectra of 1νQ transition for
the PM at (a) P = 2.37 GPa and for temperatures lower
than TN and Tc at (b) P = 2.37 GPa, (c) Pc = 2.43
GPa and (d) P = 2.50 GPa. Note that the 1νQ transi-
tion can sensitively probe the appearance of internal field
Hint(T ) associated with even tiny Ce ordered moments
on the verge of AFM. As a matter of fact, as seen in Figs.
12(a) and 12(b), a drastic change in the NQR spectral
shape is observed due to the occurrence of Hint(T ) at the
In nuclei below TN . By contrast, the spectra at Fig.12(c)
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at P = 2.43 GPa and Fig.12(d) at P = 2.50 GPa include
two kinds of spectra arising from AFM and PM provides
firm microscopic evidence for the emergence of magnetic
phase separation. It should be noted that the phase sep-
arations at P ∗ = 2.28 and 2.37 GPa are observed only
in the respective ranges T = 3 K and TN = 5.2 K and
T = 1 K and TN = 4.9 K.
C. The novel SC under both the backgrounds of
AFM and PM
The uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and SC is
corroborated by direct evidence from the T dependence
of 1/T1T that can probe the low-lying excitations due
to quasiparticles in SC and the magnetic excitations in
AFM. Figure 13 shows the drastic evolution in the P
and T dependencies of 1/T1T for AFM (solid symbols)
and PM (open symbols) at P = 2.17, 2.28, 2.43 and 2.50
GPa. Here, TN was determined as the temperature be-
low which the NQR intensity for PM decreases due to the
emergence of AFM associated with the magnetic phase
separation. The T1 for AFM and PM is separately mea-
sured at respective NQR peaks which are clearly distin-
guished from each other, as shown in Figs.12(b), 12(c)
and 12(d). Thus, the respective TAFMc and T
PM
c for
AFM and PM are determined as the temperature below
which 1/T1T decreases markedly due to the opening of
superconducting gap. These results verify that the uni-
formly coexistent phase of AFM and SC takes place on
a microscopic level in the range P = 2.28− 2.43 GPa. In
the PM at P = 2.43 and 2.50 GPa, the 1/T1T = const.
relation is valid below TFL ∼ 3.2 K and ∼ 3.5 K, re-
spectively, which indicates that the Fermi-liquid state is
realized. This result is in good agreement with that of
the previous resistivity measurement from which the T 2
dependence in resistance was confirmed.[45] Note that
the 1/T1 for the SC in the PM at P = 2.50 GPa follows
a T 3 dependence below Tc = 190 mK, consistent with
the line-node gap model characteristic for unconventional
HF-SC.
At P = 2.17 GPa, no phase separation occurs below
TN = 5.5 K and 1/T1T = const. behavior is observed
well below TN . At P
∗ = 2.28 GPa, that is the end point
of first-order transition, the T dependence of 1/T1T re-
sembles the behavior at P = 2.17 GPa above T ∼ 1 K.
However, the phase separation into AFM and PM occurs
in the small T window between TN = 5.2 K and 3 K. In
contrast to the behavior of 1/T1T=const. at P = 2.17
GPa, the 1/T1T at P
∗ = 2.28 GPa continues to increase
in spite of antiferromagnetic spin polarization being in-
duced upon cooling below TN . These results suggest that
they are required for the onset of SC to exceed the end
point for the first-order transition of AFM and to expe-
rience the large enhancement in the low-lying magnetic
excitations spectrum below TN . This feature is also seen
for the AFM at Pc = 2.43 GPa. Some spin-density fluc-
tuations may be responsible for this feature in association
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FIG. 13: T dependence of 115(1/T1T ) in CeIn3 at (a): P = 2.17
GPa and P ∗ = 2.28 GPa, (b): Pc = 2.43 GPa and (c): P = 2.50
GPa. Open and solid symbols indicate the data for PM and AFM
measured at ∼ 9.8 MHz and ∼ 8.2 MHz, respectively. The solid
arrow indicates the respective superconducting transition temper-
atures TPMc and T
AFM
c for PM and AFM. The dotted and dashed
arrows indicate, respectively, the TN and the characteristic tem-
perature TFL below which the T1T =const. law (dotted line) is
valid, which is characteristic of the Fermi-liquid state.
with the first-order transition from AFM to PM at Pc. In
this context, CeIn3 is not in a magnetically soft electron
liquid state,[41] but instead, the relevant magnetic exci-
tations, such as spin-density fluctuations, induced by the
first-order transition from AFM to PM might mediate
attractive interaction. Whatever its pairing mechanism
is at P = 2.28 GPa where AFM is realized over the whole
sample below T = 3 K, the clear decrease in 1/T1T that
coincides with the appearance of diamagnetism in χac
provide convincing evidence for the uniformly coexistent
phase of AFM and SC in CeIn3.
Further evidence for the new type of SC uniformly
coexisting with AFM was obtained from the results at
Pc = 2.43 GPa, as indicated in Fig. 13(b). Unexpect-
edly, the magnitude of 1/T1T = const. well below Tc for
AFM and PM coincides one another. It should be noted
that this behavior of 1/T1T = const. at Pc = 2.43 GPa
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cannot be ascribed to some impurity effect. This is be-
cause the 1/T1 at P = 2.50 GPa follows a T
3 behavior
that is consistent with the line-node gap, nevertheless its
Tc goes down from T
PM
c = 230 mK at Pc = 2.43 GPa to
190 mK at P = 2.50 GPa. This means that the quasi-
particle excitations for the uniformly coexistent phase of
SC and AFM may be the same in origin as for the phase
of SC in PM. How does this happen? It may be possible
that both the phases at Pc are dynamically fluctuating
with frequencies smaller than the NQR frequency so as to
make each superconducting phase under AFM and PM
uniform. In this context, the observed magnetically sep-
arated phases and the relevant phases of SC may belong
to new phases of matter that may be caused by quantum
phase separation through the Josephson coupling.
D. A new superconducting phenomenon mediated
by spin-density fluctuations near the first-order
magnetic criticality in CeIn3
We have provided evidence for the first-order transi-
tion at Pc ∼ 2.43 GPa and the new type of SC uni-
formly coexisting with the AFM in the range P ∗ = 2.28
GPa and Pc = 2.43 GPa. It has been found that the
highest value of Tc = 230 mK in CeIn3 is observed for
the PM at Pc. The present experiments have revealed
that this new type of SC uniformly coexisting with the
AFM is mediated by a novel pairing interaction in asso-
ciation with the first-order transition. In this uniformly
coexistent phase of AFM and SC, the 1/T1T measure-
ments have revealed the large enhancement of the low-
lying magnetic excitations at the antiferromagnetic state
well below TN , being larger than the value for PM, as
shown in Figs.13(a) and 13(b). This is because the fluc-
tuations in transverse component of internal fields at the
In site are induced by such magnetic density fluctuations
even below TN , making low-lying magnetic excitations
develop. We propose that the antiferromagnetic spin-
density fluctuations, in association with the first-order
magnetic criticality, might mediate attractive interaction
to form Cooper pairs in CeIn3; this is indeed a new type
of pairing mechanism.
IX. TOWARDS UNDERSTANDING OF
UNIVERSAL CONCEPT FOR THE
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN HEAVY-FERMIONS
SYSTEMS
The SC in HF compounds has not yet been explained
from the microscopic point of view, mainly due to the
strong correlation effect and the complicated band struc-
tures. An essential task seems to identify the residual in-
teraction between quasi-particles through analyzing the
effective f -band model by choosing dominant bands.[85]
Here, we have demonstrated that HF superconductors
possess a great variety of ground states at the bound-
ary between SC and AFM with anomalous magnetic and
superconducting properties.
A genuine uniformly coexistent phase of AFM and SC
has been observed in CeCu2Si2 and CeRhIn5 in the P
vs T phase diagram through the extensive and precise
NQR measurements under P . In other strongly corre-
lated electron systems, the SC appears near the bound-
ary to the AFM. Even though the underlying solid-state
chemistries are rather different, the resulting phase dia-
grams are strikingly similar and robust. This similarity
suggests that the overall feature of all these phase dia-
grams is controlled by a single energy scale. In order
to gain an insight into the interplay between AFM and
SC, here, we try to focus on a particular theory, which
unifies the AFM and SC of the heavy-fermion systems
based on an SO(5) theory, because symmetry unifies ap-
parently different physical phenomena into a common
framework as all fundamental laws of Nature.[86] The
uniformly coexistent phase diagram of AFM and SC and
the exotic SC emerging under strong antiferromagnetic
fluctuations could be understood in terms of an SO(5)
superspin picture.[65, 68]
By contrast, CeIn3 has revealed the P -induced first-
order transition from AFM to PM as functions of pres-
sure and temperature near the boundary at Pc. Unex-
pectedly, however, the SC is robust even though the first-
order transition takes place at Pc from AFM to PM. The
SC for the PM at Pc occurs under the Fermi-liquid state
established below T ∼ 3.2 K without the development of
antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. The SC uniformly
coexisting with the AFM in between P ∗ and Pc has re-
vealed the mean-field type of transition. The SC reveal-
ing the gapless excitations for both AFM and PM at Pc
strikingly differ from the SC revealing the line-node gap
for the PM in P > Pc. The longitudinal spin-density
fluctuations below TN develop in association with the
first-order magnetic criticality from AFM to PM, lead-
ing to the onset of the SC uniformly coexisting with the
AFM. These new phenomena observed in CeIn3 should
be understood in terms of a quantum first-order transi-
tion because these new phases of matter are induced by
applying pressure. In Fermion systems, if the magnetic
critical temperature at the termination point of the first-
order transition is suppressed at Pc, the diverging mag-
netic density fluctuations inherent at the critical point
from AFM to PM become involved in the quantum Fermi
degeneracy region. The Fermi degeneracy by itself gen-
erates various instabilities called as the Fermi surface ef-
fects, one of which is a superconducting transition. On
the basis of a general argument on quantum criticality,
it is shown that the coexistence of the Fermi degener-
acy and the critical density fluctuations yield a new type
of quantum criticality.[87] In this context, the results on
CeIn3 deserve further theoretical investigations.
We believe that the results presented here on
CeCu2Si2, CeRhIn5 and CeIn3 provide vital clue to un-
ravel the essential interplay between AFM and SC, and
to extend the universality of the understanding on the
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SC in strongly correlated electron systems.
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